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DID YOU KNOW?

The outer layer is a sprayed cementitious facecoat that gives a beautiful smooth appearance in any 

desired color. The second layer is a thick layup of high-tech glass-fiber reinforced concrete, which 

provides great strength and crack resistance. The inner, thickest layer is traditional cast concrete 

with no additives- just Portland Cement, sand, aggregate, and filtered water. This imparts unique 

concrete characteristics to the wine or beer. Temperature control tubing and any steel reinforcing 

are embedded in this layer. The three layers interlock for ultimate strength and resistance to 

cracking, and provide the added benefit of thermal mass for stable temperatures.

Winemakers Around The World Have 
Returned To Concrete For Making
Their Premium Wines.

Concrete offers the best of oak and stainless, by breathing depth and complexity 
into the wine without imparting any unwanted flavor to mask the fruit. In this way, 
concrete allows the wine to showcase its true terrior and taste more like where 
it’s from with pure fruit, enhanced mouthfeel and a hint of crisp minerality.

The premiere American concrete manufacturer, Sonoma Cast Stone, long known 
for innovation in concrete product design and formulation, has been placing 
magnificant concrete fixtures in luxury hotels and restaurants as well as lush 
private homes for over 20 years. 

With their jaw-dropping good looks and superior engineering, Sonoma Cast Stone 
concrete wine tanks have become the envy of the wine industry and are now sold 
around the world. Capacities from 240 to 28,000 gal.

Let us know when you’re ready.

Sonoma Cast Stone is the only concrete vessel manufacturer to have our concrete analyzed

by the FDA and determined safe for use in wine fermentation and aging.

With dozens of natural and designer colors and the option of custom blending,

Sonoma Cast Stone far outpaces the color options of any other manufacturer.

Only Sonoma Cast Stone Concrete Wine Tanks
 Are Engineered with A System Of Layered Concrete?

Only Sonoma Cast Stone Concrete Wine Tanks
 Are Made From Concrete Analyzed by The FDA

Only Sonoma Cast Stone Concrete Wine Tanks
 Offer Your Choice Of Color

Only Sonoma Cast Stone Concrete Wine Tanks
 Offer Your Choice Of Logo Treatment

Only Sonoma Cast Stone Concrete Wine Tanks
 Are made in America!
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CLASSIC EGG SHAPE
	 476 gal / 1,802 ltr	 Dry Wt: 4,732 lbs  / 2,151 kg Filled Wt: 8,778 lbs  / 3,982 kg

Some items shown here may be optional and not included. Refer to your order.
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With a capacity of nearly 500 gallons, these egg-shaped wine tanks have been designed with features, options and 
accessories to accommodate your winery and your wine. Everything you would expect is available, plus the pallets, 
pedestals and easy-clean pomace doors that show we’ve really done our homework. The sleek and simplistic design 
that shows so well in your showroom belies the comprehensive attention to detail within. For both white and red wines, 
hand-finished in your choice of color and featuring your winery logo, these tanks are certain to WOW winery tours. 
As with all Sonoma Cast Stone products, our egg tank is superior in both design and quality of concrete... and they’re 
hatched right in the California Wine Country!

Ultra-Black with Black Steel Fixtures

Classic Concrete Egg
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CLASSIC EGG SHAPE
	 476 gal / 1,802 ltr	 Dry Wt: 4,732 lbs  / 2,151 kg Filled Wt: 8,778 lbs  / 3,982 kg

Some items shown here may be optional and not included. Refer to your order.


